"A Simple 6" Telescope for Beginners"

By: Garry Boyd

Although its design does not strive optical perfection, this instrument will
show such phenomena as the rings of Saturn, the mountains on the moon, and
Jupiter's satellites. Total cost: about $65.00
In1926 an article appeared in Scientific American magazine which described
how a group of amateurs in Springfield, Vt., had mastered the formidable art of
constructing an astronomical telescope. The details of construction had been
worked out by Russel W. Porter, engineer and explorer, and were described in
collaboration with the late Albert G. Ingalls, an editor of Scientific American.
Within a year some 500 laymen had completed similar telescopes and were well on
their way to becoming amateur astronomers.
Ever since those years many amateurs have constructed their own telescopes,
with enough ambition to grind and polish their own mirrors. Today its much less
complicating for beginners, for they can purchase pre-finished mirrors for about
the same cost of a mirror kit and its aluminum coating.
The simplest reflecting telescope consist of four major subassemblies: an
objective mirror which collects light and reflects it to a focus, a flat diagonal
mirror which bends the focused rays at a right angle so that the image can be
observed without obstructing the incoming light, a magnifying lens or eyepiece
through which the image is examined, and a movable framework or mounting
which supports the optical elements in alignment and trains them on the sky.
About half the cost of the finished telescope is represented by the objective mirror.
(Coulter Optical Co. has a 1/25 wave parabolic 6" F/10 mirror available
for$29.95)
The mounting of this telescope may be constructed while the mirrors are on
order. In designing the mounting never permit appearance to compromise
sturdiness. This telescope will have a maximum magnifying power of about 250
diameters and any jiggle arising in the mounting will be magnified proportionately.
The mounting can be made from almost any combination of materials that chances
to be handy: Wood, pipe, sheet metal, discarded machine parts and so on,
depending upon the resourcefulness and fancy of the builder. The mounting
designed on the next page is representative. The dimensions may be varied
according to the requirements of construction.

After assembly, the optical elements must be aligned. You must look through
the tube in which it slides and adjust the diagonal mirror until the objective mirror
is centered in the field of view. Then adjust the tilt of the objective mirror until the
reflected image of the diagonal mirror is centered. Replace the eyepiece in its tube
and you are in business.
Those who construct this telescope will ultimately discover that it is not the
best that can be built. To improve it consult the books recommended below and
tackle the fine art of engineering a better mount.

All About Telescopes
by: Sam Brown
available: Edmund Scientific Co.
Amateur Telescope Making
by: Albert G. Ingalls
Books, 1, 2, and 3 (3 vol. set)
available: Scientific American, also
Edmund Scientific Co.
The 6" F/10 Telescope mirror can be
purchased from Coulter Optical Co.
P.O. Box K, 54121 Pinecrest Road,
Idyllwild, Ca. 92349
(see Sky&Scope, Jan. 76)

*Below some concepts for the
$65.00 Telescope, from Sam
Brown’s, All About Telescopes

